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Experience and Character
WHAT MAKES THE SOUTH MEADOW SPECIAL?

Open, natural space: People with "Dog Beach" use it as an afternoon spot. Much to the discredit of the other dog enforcement groups, the other park is too far away. This needs to run through the City Park. The space is somewhat undersized for pets or a dog run. Help solve the goose poop issue too!

[Handwritten note]

I love our park area for my 2 year old. Have led back to your dog park.

[Handwritten note]

First: Take care of what we have:
1. Fix broken water supply to the entire community
2. Gill pond - it's gonna become a fish pond
3. New shade and benches
4. Fix and maintain the fountain

[Handwritten note]

We have enough volunteers for this.
Maintenance is needed in park #1!

WHAT EXPERIENCES WOULD ENHANCE DISCOVERY AND LEARNING IN SOUTH MEADOW?

- Naturalist walks: learning about living with taken wildlife
- Keep natural, nature, nature, green, green, green
- Nature, nature, nature
- Keep natural areas
- 10 waterpark, less grasses
- Activity, children, families, stress, spirituality
- Fix the kids, add play
- Sticks, rocks
- Fix the kids, add play

WHAT'S YOUR JOURNEY?

Much of what I see is heavy-handed design and child-oriented and artificial!

Signs describing wildlife
- Eyes, Park, Nature, BC
- To protect, care, and improve our parks and natural areas
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Non-structured environment to explore
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Yes!

Expectation

Yes!
What Makes Dustin Redd Special?

- The wood design, wooden structures with metal climbing bars to swing on
- Picnic tables near playground
- Dustin Redd's footprint is 0.5 acres (0.8 acres if you include the near green areas). Any "replacement" should not exceed this size, in order to avoid negatives based on the one of the few remaining "open spaces" in the existing park. At least, please do not spread the damage by making it into 3 small playgrounds that call the eye, in a negative way. Keep it so someone can, if they want, imagine the park goes forever.
- All the places to hide make it better than your parents.
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Close to home

Trees

Built by/with neighbors, references to city skyline, handicap accessible, street adult workouts

Adults need to be able to catch balls

Wooden structures

Elaborate

Swings

Family games

Easy way

Close to Lake

Catchball

Nearby

Safe for children

Plenty of shade

Elephants

Tricks Close to Home

Built by/with neighbors, references to city skyline, handicap accessible, street adult workouts
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WHAT TYPE OF PLAY WOULD YOU LIKE TO EXPERIENCE AT DUSTIN REDD?

Keep the sense of discovery... my kids loved being able to get "lost"

1. Tandem Swing like Paco Saenz
   - High
   - Low

2. Swings that help you feel like you're flying
   - Short
   - 140" swing

3. Climbing elements
   - SHADE

4. Memorial to Dustin Redd
   - Pole bars
   - 10" minimum spacing

5. Scrap for kids of different abilities so ALL can play
   - West Chippewa Park

---
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